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DNA Super Prepaid

DNA Dataprepaid

A fixed-price subscription
for unlimited use.

A flexible subscription for
many purposes of use.

The €0.89 daily rate includes unlimited Internet in Finland plus calls
and text messages in Finland and
within the EU/EEA*. Also includes
data transfer within the EU/EEA.

The rate is based on use. Calls
and text messages in Finland and
within the EU/ETA cost €0.066
per min or message*. The rate for
Internet use in Finland is €0.99 per
day, and it includes unlimited use
with up to 100 Mbps speed. Also
includes data transfer within the
EU/EEA. For regular and continual
use, we recommend fixed-price
packages, which enable even
cheaper and faster use of your
subscription.

DNA Dataprepaid
subscription offers a
fast Internet connection
to a tablet, mobile modem,
laptop or another device
in Finland, without a
data cap.

In Finland, the subscription uses
a 4G network at speeds of up to
100 Mbps or a 5G network with
even faster speeds.
The starter pack includes
a balance of €5.
Note! The daily rate is charged on
a daily basis regardless of whether
you use the subscription or not.
*International calls from Finland, calls
outside the EU/EEA and calls and messages
to premium rate numbers are charged
separately.

The starter pack includes
a balance of €5.

The starter pack includes unlimited Internet for 30 days at
the selected speed in Finland.*
Continuing to use the subscription
is easy, as you can purchase a
suitable data package at R-Kioski
outlets using a reload voucher or
online at laturi.dna.fi
*DNA Dataprepaid works only in Finland.

*International calls from Finland,
calls outside the EU/EEA and calls and
messages to premium rate numbers
are charged separately.

You can easily check your subscription balance and validity period or view your previous charges in the
prepaid.dna.fi self-service portal or using the DNA Prepaid mobile app. You can top up your subscription
at laturi.dna.fi, R-Kioski outlets, Otto cash machines or K supermarkets.

Additional information: dna.fi/prepaid | DNA Customer Service +358 44 144 044

